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***** Print on Demand *****.This paper examines Japan s experience in the first half of the 1990s to
shed some light on several issues that arise as inflation declines toward zero. Is it possible to
recognize when an economy is moving into a phase of sustained deflation? How quickly should
monetary policy respond to sharp declines in inflation? Are there factors that inhibit the monetary
transmission mechanism as interest rates approach zero? What is the role for fiscal policy in
warding off a deflationary episode? We conclude that Japan s sustained deflationary slump was
very much unanticipated by Japanese policymakers and observers alike, and that this was a key
factor in the authorities failure to provide sufficient stimulus to maintain growth and positive
inflation. Once inflation turned negative and short-term interest rates approached the zero-lower-
bound, it became much more difficult for monetary policy to reactivate the economy. We found
little compelling evidence that in the lead up to deflation in the first half of the 1990s, the ability of
either monetary or fiscal policy to help support the economy fell off significantly. Based on all these
considerations,...
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This publication will never be straightforward to get going on looking at but really fun to see. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a
worth looking at. You wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you request me).
-- Ca le Ha nsen Sr .-- Ca le Ha nsen Sr .

Comprehensive guideline! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in simple terms and never hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly
simple way which is just after i finished reading through this ebook where actually changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ma belle Wucker t-- Ma belle Wucker t
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